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MEDICAL

Digital Spirometer



Better disease 
management  
is better care  
and quality of  
life for patients.

One person dies every four minutes in  
the US from COPD.1 Ten people in the  
US die each day from asthma.2 Both 
diseases have no cure and damage to the 
lungs cannot be reversed. However, with 
early detection and treatment, caregivers 
can help patients feel better, stay active 
and slow disease progression. 
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It’s time 
to bring 
spirometry  
to the front 
lines of care.   
The Midmark® Digital Spirometer is designed to 
make the detection and management of asthma, 
COPD and other respiratory illnesses at the primary 
care level simple and effective.  
 

PATIENT PREP + PROPER TECHNIQUE
Access technician and patient coaching videos directly from the main testing 
screen in IQmanager® to help standardize training and technique.

EMR INTEGRATION + PATIENT FLOW
The spirometry software will learn as it is used, intelligently populating patient’s 
RASH information from the EMR, then transferring test data back into the EMR  
to reduce transcription errors and missing reports.

CLINICAL STANDARDS
The Midmark Digital Spirometer utilizes the GOLD (Global Initiative for Chronic 
Obstructive Lung Disease) classification for the diagnosis and management  
of COPD.
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TECHNICIAN COACHING  

01  PROPER POSTURE
       Demonstrates proper positioning  
       with patient seated, shoulders 
       back and chin up. 

02  EQUIPMENT PLACEMENT
       Shows the patient proper nose clip  
       and device positioning.

03   TESTING TECHNIQUE
       Demonstrates proper technique  
        throughout the testing maneuver.  

PATIENT COACHING  

01   PATIENT DEMONSTRATION
       Demonstrates proper patient/equipment        
       positioning and testing technique. 

02   TESTING
        Walks the technician through the  
        testing process from start to finish.

03   COACHING
       Demonstrates appropriate coaching  
       throughout the testing maneuver.
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Access technician and patient coaching videos for the Midmark® Digital 
Spirometer directly from the main testing screen in IQmanager® to help 
standardize training and improve test results.

Simple + Effective 
Spirometry Testing  
Right at Your  
Fingertips 



SOFTWARE FEATURES

Works seamlessly with today’s top EMR systems for improved clinical workflow

Embedded COPD Assessment Test (CAT) resulting in a GOLD classification for more  
accurate diagnosis

View real-time flow/volume loop and volume/time graphs with fully customizable parameters

Pre- and post-bronchodilator testing with automatic interpretation based on GLI or six 
additional reference equations 

Midmark® Digital 
Spirometer
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03DEVICE FEATURES:

01   USB connection requires no battery to operate 

02   Easy grasp, lightweight design makes testing   
        more comfortable for both adult and pediatric  
        patients

03   Ergonomic, T-shaped design helps promote  
       correct patient positioning during testing

04   Easy-latch door design helps improve mouth-    
        piece stability and protection

05   Unique eject lever alleviates the handling of  
        used mouthpieces
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Accessories  
+ Supplies
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Accessories + Supplies 

6214 PROCEDURE WORKSTATION

DISPOSABLE NOSE CLIPS

IQCART®

DISPOSABLE MOUTHPIECES

3L SPIROMETER 
CALIBRATION SYRINGE
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SPECIFICATIONS
Minimum System Requirements  
(if connecting to a computer) 

Windows® 10, Windows® 8.1, 
Windows® 7; Professional and 
Enterprise; 32-bit and 64-bit 
 
Intel® Core™ 2 Duo Processor E4300 
or 64-bit processor or faster 
 
3 GB of RAM 

2 GB available hard disk space

USB port 

Mouse, keyboard and high-
resolution display monitor

Thin-Client System Requirements 

Please contact your local Midmark 
sales representative for detailed 
system requirements.

Ordering Information  

6214 Procedure Workstation
6214-001-XXX

3L Spirometer Calibration Syringe
1-100-0009

Disposable Nose Clips
2-244-0001
(Box of 25)

Disposable Mouthpieces
2-100-1205
(Box of 25)

2-100-1206
(4 Boxes of 25)

2-100-1207
(Box of 500)

 

IQconnect™

The IQconnect framework is designed 
to seamlessly connect Midmark 
diagnostic solutions with EMR systems 
or IQmanager® software. It enables 
you to receive future software updates 
directly from Midmark, shortening the 
time from release to implementation. 

Software + License Requirement
To ensure optimal performance of 
Midmark digital diagnostic products, 
we encourage you to contact us to see 
what software you will need, software 
licensing information and detailed 
system requirements. 

Extended Service Agreement + 
Technical Support

Our ESA is a value-focused program 
eligible for Midmark diagnostic 
devices. Replacement devices are 
shipped within two business days— 
no need for a loaner device. ESA 
coverage can be purchased in one, 
two or three-year terms. Each ESA 
purchase includes one hour of remote 
in-service training for each covered 
device. And our technical support 
team of Microsoft, HDI and CompTIA 
Healthcare IT certified specialists are 
available by phone, email and live chat.

Clinical Education 

Your Clinical Education team, led 
by registered nurses, is available to 
help you understand how to use your 
diagnostic devices and incorporate 
them into your workflow. We offer 
both in-office and online education to 
accommodate your schedule. 

SOURCES
01 https://www.cdc.gov/dotw/copd/index.html 
 
02 https://www.cdc.gov/asthma/ 
most_recent_national_asthma_data.htm - Mortality  

Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 

Intel Core is a trademark of Intel Corporation in the US and other countries. 
 



Midmark is an ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 Certified Company. 
Certain products are not included. See the complete list at:  
midmark.com/ISO
 
For more information, contact your Midmark dealer or call: 
1.800.MIDMARK 

Outside the USA call: 1.937.526.3662 or visit our website: 
midmark.com 
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